
17

Collisions, Conservation and Fields

17.1 Buoyant forces

When an object is placed in a liquid, it displaces a volume of the liquid equal
to that of the object (or whatever fraction of the total volume is submerged).
By Newton’s second law, the buoyant force is

FB = mL g = ΩLV g , (17.1)

where mL and ΩL are the mass and density of the liquid L being displaced (not
the mass/density of the object). The volume of liquid displaced V is equal to
the volume of the object that is submerged (or some fraction of it if it is not
totally submerged).

For an object (of some mass mobject and density Ωobject, the buoyant force is
equal to the weight of the object, FW = mobjectg = ΩobjectV g .
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Figure 17.1: A cube is floating in a liquid. A length x of the cube is above the
surface of the liquid and a length (L°x) is below the surface of the liquid.

Let’s consider a cube of density ΩB and sides of length L floating in a
liquid of density ΩL > ΩB, as shown in figure (17.1). What fraction of the
block’s volume is above the surface of the liquid?

Let us look at the buoyant force acting on the block

FB = ΩLV g , (17.2)

where
ΩL = mL

V
. (17.3)

The buoyant force balances the weight of the block, such that

ΩBVBg = ΩLVsubmergedg . (17.4)

The ratio of the volumes is thus

Vsubmerged

VB
= ΩB

ΩL
, (17.5)

so the fraction above the water is

1°
Vsubmerged

VB
= 1° ΩB

ΩL
. (17.6)
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Figure 17.2: A cube is floating in a liquid. A length x of the cube is above the
surface of the liquid, but just below the surface of the water and a length (L °
x) is below the surface of the liquid.

Let us now pour water of density ΩW on top of the liquid. Let us assume
the liquid and the water do not mix and that ΩL > ΩW. How deep must
the water layer be such that the water surface just rises to the top of the
block, as shown in figure (17.2)?

The buoyant force on the block is now the sum of buoyant forces from
the water and the liquid:

FB = FW +FL. (17.7)

Using F = ΩV g , and writing the volumes in terms of L,

ΩBL3g = ΩWg L2x +ΩLg L2(L°x). (17.8)

Cancelling factors of L and rearranging gives

(ΩB °ΩL)L = (ΩW °ΩL)x. (17.9)

The depth of the water required to just reach the surface of the block is
thus

x = ΩB °ΩL

ΩW °ΩL
L. (17.10)

Let’s try this model with some example values. Let the liquid be mer-
cury with density ΩL = ΩHg = 13.6£103 kg m°3, let the block be iron with
density ΩB = ΩFe = 7.80£ 103 kg m°3 and let the length of the block be
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L = 0.115 m. This gives

x = 7.80£103 °13.6£103

1.00£103 °13.6£103 £0.1 = 5.29 cm. (17.11)

17.2 Dynamical example: balloon in a car
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Figure 17.3: A car is accelerating at a m s°2 towards the right. A balloon is
attached to the car via a light string.
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Figure 17.4: An infintesimal area of the car d` is shown, alongside the pres-
sure gradient p to p +dp.

Let us look at an applied buyoancy question. Suppose we have a bal-
loon attached to a light string in a car accelerating towards the right
at a m s°2, as shown in figure (17.3). Will the balloon stay in the same
place, move forwards or move backwards as the car accelerates to the
right?
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Figure 17.5: An infintesimal volume of the car d` is shown. The pressure
varies by dp on either side of the volume segment.

In the lab frame of the car, the air is accelerating also at a m s°2, along êx .
How does the pressure vary in the car? In other words, what is the pres-
sure gradient? Let us take an infinitesimal slice of air d`, with a pressure
difference p and p +dp either side of it, as shown in figure (17.4).

Of course, the pressure acts over three dimensions, so we need to look at
an infinitesimal volume as shown in figure (17.5).

We can see that the volume is

dV = A ·d`, (17.12)

where A is the cross-sectional area (not infinitesimal). We also have an
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infinitesimal mass of car dm. Now, we know that the pressure is given by

p = F
A

, (17.13)

so the force acting from the left is p A and the force acting from the right is
(p+dp)A. The acceleration of the balloon is generated from this pressure
difference. By Newton’s second law,

p A° (p +dp)A = a ·dm, (17.14)

where the mass is the infinitesimal mass of the car.

Why have we chosen the infinitesimal mass? Physically, we are still look-
ing at the small difference in pressure over a small chunk of the car. Math-
ematically, you must have an infinitesimal on either side of the equation.

Now, we also know that
dm = ΩairdV , (17.15)

so equation (17.14) becomes

p A° (p +dp)A = aΩairdV. (17.16)

Using equation (17.12), one has

p A° (p +dp)A = aΩair Ad`. (17.17)

Cancelling factors of the area A, and combining like terms gives

°dp = Ωairad`. (17.18)

This is a first-order differential equation which can be integrated on both
sides to give

°
Z

dp = Ωaira
Z

d`, (17.19)

which evaluates to give

p(`) =°Ωaira`+ c, (17.20)
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where the constant can be identified as p(`= 0) = p0, such that

p(`) =°Ωaira`+p0. (17.21)

The minus sign tells us that the air pressure gets larger as ` becomes
smaller, or more negative. The acceleration of the car creates a pressure
gradient akin to gravity (mg h).

We know that the gradient of air pressure creates a buyoant force on the
balloon

FB = ΩairVballoonaair, (17.22)

where aair = a is the acceleration of the air (and the car), not the balloon.
The balloon accelerates at aballoon 6= a such that

aballoon = FB

mballoon
= ΩairVballoonaair

ΩHeVballoon
, (17.23)

which implies that the ratio of accelerations is

aballoon

aair
= Ωair

ΩHe
. (17.24)

What does this imply? Since Ωair > ΩHe, aballoon > aair, so the balloon
moves forward with respect to the car.


